
Routines for Long-Term Results
DEPOSITING INTO A CHILD’S “CONNECTION” ACCOUNT

IDEAS FOR WAYS TO DEPOSIT
• Have family rituals
Create events or memories that you share as a 
family. Name your ritual using your family’s last 
name.

• Physical fun time
Spend time being physically engaged with your kids. 

• Show them that you’re paying attention
For a few seconds at a time, really listen when they’re 
talking. You don’t have to do this all day long. Once a 
day makes a difference!

Smith family handshake
Friday Night Jones Pizza Night
Inside jokes that only your family would understand

All humans need to feel connected – to feel a sense of belonging and intimacy. 
If your child feels different from others, or if they feel that they don’t get much attention, this “account” may be low.

Depositing into this account is generally offering a sense of belonging as well as times of true attention. 

Cuddle
Wrestle
Lie together watching a movie or reading a book

EXAMPLES

Really look at them and listen when they’re talking
Ask them a question about what they’re telling you. 
Notice something that they’re doing as you walk by. 
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WHAT DO I DO IF…?

…I make lots of deposits but they don’t seem to make a difference?
Often when our deposits don’t make a difference it’s because either 
a.) we’re not depositing into the right account. (NOTE: Often what looks like children’s need for attention 
is actually children’s need for stimulation. They want us around because we engage them.)  
b.) what we assume is a deposit isn’t actually a deposit for them. Unfortunately, it’s their perception that 
determines whether something is a deposit or not. 

In either case 
….we can ask them if there is something they wish we’d do with them… or notice the ways in which they 
tend to connect with others. 
…consider starting with deposits into their Significance account. Often making deposits there will make 
them more open to wanting to connect with us. 

• Laugh together 
Do something that will make them laugh, or do 
activities that will make you both laugh.

• Invite them into your world 
Ask them to do something you enjoy

Here is a document that talks more about deposits into emotional needs accounts.

Take selfies
Google “dumb things animals do”
Record a dance party and watch it later

Have them do part of an exercise video with you 
Have them bake or cook with you 


